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"THEN A MIRACLE HAPPENED"

Dramatic Story of Norwegian Merchant Ship in Convoy

Ho*;; a Norwegian Merchant ship rescued a number of people after a ship
had been torpedoed in convoy, how she was then herself torpedoed and when on the

point of sinking by the bows suddenly righted herself because the heavy cargo

dropped out through the gaping hole in her side, and how she limped solely home

to port, is told in this Dramatic story of a convoy in the South Atlantic.

"No knew that as soon as darkness fell we should be attacked again," sa.id

the skipper, whose ndrae cannot be given because he has relatives in Norway. "Soon

after six o’clock it came, A ship) was hit by torpedo* and we steamed off to her

rescue,"

The Norwegian ship) manoeuvred as closely as possible to the stricken liner,

steaming broadside on to her in order to give as much shelter as possible to the

lifeboats as they were lowered, and to those vfao were in the water. The sea was

stormy, and' one lifeboat after another wan smashed against the ship’s side as

attempts were made to launch them.

Many were thrown into the sea, and fearing that these struggling people might
be drawn into the suction of the propeller the engines of the Norwegian ship were

stopped. Fifteen minutes alter the torpedo- had struck home the ship sank.

The Norwegian crew - about 30 of them - lined both sides of the ship ready

to haul the struggling people onto the deck. Two other members of the ’crew went

over the side in life-belts and tied ropes round those who were most exhausted and

who were drowning. They were then hauled onto the Norwegian ship 1 s decks. In the

rough seas this was a pretty risky job.

The steward and the second mate attended to the badly injured men who had

been rescued* They were carried down to the saloonmind laid on tables and benches.

Blankets and sheets were ripped up to moke bandages. It seemed that there was no

hope for many of them who, in addition to their injuries had swallowed large

quantities of sea water. The Norwegian seamen administered artificial respiration
and only after a long time did many of the rescued men regain consciousness.

As many as possible were rescued, and then the U-Boat struck again. The

Norwegian ship was herself torpedoed, "The force of the explosion was so great,"
said the skipper, "that the air pressure flung us right off our feet. The forepart

of the ship began to sink rapidly and the seas began to break over the foredeck,"

The Ship’s engines were stopped and the oil supplies were sealed off. The

emergency radio apparatus was wrecked but the main transmitter was still working
and distress signals were sent out.

The Norwegian crew lowered three life-boats and four rafts which were loaded

with extra provisions. Onto these craft those who had already been rescued were

packed, ib ;
'

There seemed to be little chance that the ship would remain afloat. The
x oredeck was completely awash and the poop stood high in the air. The propeller was

out of the water and it looked as though she v/as about to take the final plunge,
, Then a miracle, happened,

„

The, bows. rose „up once again from the sea and the
stem came down. The gtfnp had righted itself J
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This was the explanation. The torpedo had tom such a huge holo in the

ship's side and the waves wore so areat that the heavy cargo was washed right out

of the foreward hold* Then the seas washed through the mid-deck hatches* which

had also keen shattered hy the explosion. In this hold there was a general

cargo - mostly of lighter weight - and the waves washed this too. This

lightened the ship to such an extent that it was able to get on an even keel

again, - with the torpedo-hole partly above the• water line. There now' seemed a

chance that the ship would remain afloat.

The watertight compartment between Nos, 1 and 2 holds fortunately held, and

about midnight the skipper ordered the after-peak to be filled with salt water and

the fuel-oil to be trimmed by transferring some of it to other bunkers* This

helped to reduce the pressure on the water-tight compartments and kepit the stem

far enough down in the water for the propeller to be of use.

Then it was decided to test the engines, propeller and steering gear* They

were all still in order, though the speed the ship was able to make was slow. The.

men in the rafts and lifeboats were taken on board again* By morning the ship

was making four knots and at midday a course was set for the nearest land.

Shortly afterwards a British naval craft overtook her, and together they

proceeded towards a third ship which was drifting and abandoned same way away.

This ship had also been torpedoed the previous evening* "We transferred our

passengers onto the worship- for safety," said the skipper, ’’and then we stood by
all night, Most of the injured seemed to be making good progress,”

All three vessels were still in danger cf further U-Boa.t attacks, but there

was nothing to do but hopae for the best* The night paassed without incident and

the following morning Norwegians and Englishmen went together on board the

abandoned ship), ’’Everything looked dead," said the skipapaer, "The only sign of

life wa.s in the form of three frightened apes which had got on board somehow or

other, We examined the engines but could do nothing with them, and when it began
to blow a gale end the seas became stormy once again we had to give upa the attempt.

That night there was a battle with the storm* The Norwegian shipa could not

face, the seas bows-on because of the strain on the damaged hulk, "We kept stern-

on to the seas," said the Norwegian capatain, "with our engines in reverse. We

had to paour oil the water to try and calm the waves* We expaected the hull

to break upa at any moment."

They rode out the storm and then the following day the engines of the naval

shipa broke down* "We now had three useless shipas on our hands," grinned the

skipapaer, "and things didn’t look too good,"
The Norwegian engineer went on board the war shipa, brought back damaged engine

paarts, and after some hours had successfully repaaired them in his own engine room

and returned them to the naval craft.

Another night and day went by, and then an. escort vessel and a tug-boat
arrived. The abandoned shipa was taken in tow and a course was set for land at a

speed of two knots. The wind was against them the whole time and the baltered

Norwegian shipa was severely tested. The paumps had to be worked continually to

keepa the water down in the holds. For five days 'progress was made in this way,

and then, a North-Westerly wind sparang upa and the sea again became chopapy, ■
The weather became too bad for the hulk which was being towed, and it sank

in the stormy seas. After another night and day, when the Norwegians were still

having to work hard to keepa their shipa afloat, a pallet came on board to guide

them into port. But the current was so strong - running at A knots, while the

shipa was only making 3 knots - that more hours of tension had to be endured until

the tide changed, and the ship could be brought safely into paort. She wa.s badly
battered - a huge hole gaped in her side, the decks were buckled and bent, palates
were cracked and loose and rivets were scattered everywhere - but she had been

saved.

The steward, who is also a gunner and who saved many lives as an amateur

doctor in the salocto which had been used as a hospaital, vrould make only one

comment when he was asked what it felt like to be faced by so much struggling and

suffering humanity, "We didn’t hare time for philosophy" he said, "we were*

much too busy,"
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